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“like other markets and products, individual 

voluntary purchases and consumer programs 

may or may not result in changes in low-

carbon supply, depending on supply and 

demand dynamics.”

“if there is insufficient demand to drive overall 

change on the grid, stakeholders may be 

concerned that the market-based method 

results only in a reallocation of attributes 

between those consumers who care about 

claiming low-carbon energy, and those who 

are unaware of or uninterested in the 

opportunity to make these claims.”
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“the effect of the [carbon offset project] to reduce anthropogenic GHG 

emissions below the level that would have occurred in the absence of the 

[project]; or [for a forestry project], the effect of the [project] to increase actual 

net GHG removals by sinks above the sum of the changes in carbon stocks in 

the carbon pools within the project boundary that would have occurred in the 

absence of the [project].”

“‘Additional’ means, in the context of offset credits, greenhouse gas emission 

reductions or removals that exceed any greenhouse gas reduction or 

removals otherwise required by law, regulation or legally binding mandate, 

and that exceed any greenhouse gas reductions or removals that would 

otherwise occur in a conservative business-as-usual scenario.”
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Why is additionality 

critical for carbon offsets, 

but not for RECs?
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RECs Carbon Offsets
Unit MWh Metric tons CO2‐e

Purpose Expand consumer choice, address 
impacts of conventional electricity 
generation, support renewable 
energy development

Diminish GHG emissions and lower 
costs of climate mitigation

Scope of the Market USA, parts of Canada and Mexico Global

Definition/what’s included Full suite of renewable attributes GHG emissions reductions

End User’s Claim “I buy/use renewable electricity.” “I’ve offset my carbon emissions,” 
or “I’ve reduced emissions.”

Project Types Renewable Energy Various

Quality Assurances Resource quality and eligibility, 
ownership and double counting, 
other sustainability criteria

Reductions are permanent, 
verified, and real. Projects are 
additional. Ownership is 
enforceable and exclusive. 

Project additionality required No Yes

Carbon Footprint Only address the emissions
associated with purchased 
electricity (Scope 2 emissions)

Address all scopes of emissions
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Not “additionality” criteria:

• Regulatory surplus 
(beyond no double counting)

• “New date”
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“Additionality” for renewable energy

What is it?

Why is it important?

Who is it important for?

What can be verified?

What should change?

What are the implications?


